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What is happening in the world 
is bypassing university libraries 

Peter Murray-Rust 
The scientist’s view 
JISC Libraries of the future debate,  April 2009



TODAY’s WORLD 



























W(h)ither the Library?

Local 
distribution 
1990s

Global 
digital 
2000s

Cloud-based 
models 
2010s

Convergent media services

Adapted from Redefining the Academic Library (Advisory Board Co (2011)
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Where do library clients go?
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Where do student start a search? Where do academics begin research?
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Students crowd libraries - without using libraries



“…contact with librarians and 
information professionals is 
rare” 

“…researchers are generally 
confident in their [self-
taught] abilities.., librarians 
see them as..relatively 
unsophisticated” 

“…librarians see it as a 
problem that they are not 
reaching all researchers 
with formal training, 
whereas most researchers 
don’t think they need it” 



The success of e-journals has driven the researcher from 
the library 



Open access is shaping policy agenda



Open Science will change everything



Growth of web-based knowledge and research tools - 
often outside the institution



Library budgets under pressure



Paradox 1

We love digital but we 
are still attached, at 
least emotionally and 
sentimentally, to print.



Paradox 2
We are all web residents but there’s 

nothing like face to face



Today’s students are 
technology savvy 
but not digitally 
literate

Paradox 3



Paradox 4

We are all pursuing 
openness - open 
access, open source, 
open content.  But 
what about my rights?  
How are they going to 
be protected?  Who will 
pay for open?

©	



Paradox 5



The transformed library of the future will be at the core of 
teaching, learning and scholarship 

•partnering with academic departments to create learning activities and 
environments 

•helping to build an infrastructure for learning 

•creating an intellectual commons for the community 

Guskin, Project on the Future of Higher Education 



http://mystory.gale.com/watch/

http://mystory.gale.com/watch/


WHERE HAVE WE COME FROM?



Collection-centric - 1st generation



Client-focused - 2nd generation



Experience-centered - 3rd generation



Connected Learning Experiences - 4th 
generation



Collaborative knowledge, media and 
fabrication facilities - 5th generation
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TEACHING, LEARNING, RESEARCH



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Massive_open_online_course#/media/File:MOOC_poster_mathplourde.jpg

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Massive_open_online_course#/media/File:MOOC_poster_mathplourde.jpg










FUNDING







Two sides of the argument

Librarians complain about 
pricing

• Price increases greater than budget uplift

• Big deals limit ability to cancel titles

• Books are sacrificed for journals

• Costs would be lower in a not-for-profit 
model

• ‘Our academics did the work - why 
should we pay (so much)?’

Publishers point to explosion 
in output and value they add

• Great increase in number of articles

• Cost per download decreasing

• Big deals offer wider access at discount

• e-journal transition required massive 
investment

• ‘We will try open access if we can 
cover costs’

Support open access Find new sources of funds



SCHOLARLY COMMUNICATION



An	Impacts	Framework

http://www.humanities.org.au/Events/NSCF/NSCF2007/PowerPoints/NSCF2007-Houghton.ppt

RESEARCH  
Most/Many	served,	  
but	not	all

CONSUMERS/ 
SOCIETY  
Few	served

INDUSTRY/ 
GOVERNMENT 
Part	served,	 
but	not	all

SUBSCRIPTION PUBLISHING 
Current reach

OPEN ACCESS 
Potentially serves all

RESEARCH  
Access	for	all,	research	
participation	based	on	merit,	
not	means.	
Potential benefits: 
Speeding	up	discovery.  
Reduction	of	duplicative	
research.  
Fewer	blind	alleys.  
New	research	possibilities.	
Better	educational	outcomes	&	
enhanced	research	
capabilities.

SOCIETY  
Access	as	needed,	informed	
consumers	(e.g.	health	and	
education).	
Potential benefits: 
Contribution	to	the	'informed	
citizen'	and	'informed	consumer',	
with	implications	for	better	use	
of	health	and	education	services,	
better	consumption	choices,	etc.	
leading	to	greater	welfare	
benefits,	which	in	turn	may	lead	
to	productivity	improvements.	

INDUSTRY 
(1)	Access	as	needed,	

more	informed	
producers	&	policy.	

(2)	New	businesses	add	
value	to	content	(e.g.	
Weather	Derivatives).  

Potential benefits: 
Accelerate	and	widen	

opportunities	for	
collaboration,	

commercialisation		
&	adoption.		

The	potential	for	much	
wider	access	for	GPs/

nurses,	teachers/
students,	and	small	firms	

in	consulting,	
engineering,	ICT,	
nanotechnology,	

biotechnology,	etc.	

The	potential	for	the	
emergence	of	new	

industries	based	upon	
the	open	access	content.







“The Holdren Memo” 

To achieve the Administration’s 
commitment to increase access to 
federally funded published  
research and digital scientific data, 
Federal agencies investing in 
research and development must have 
clear and coordinated policies for 
increasing such access. 

Memo on Increasing Access to the Results of 
Federally Funded Scientific Research 

White House Office of Science and Technology 
Policy 

February 22, 2013



• Local access costs low - saved 
time allowed for research 
productivity

• Library costs high - acquisitions, 
maintenance, curation, buildings

• Correspondence between 
library reputation and research 
quality

• Great libraries attracted great 
scholars

• Great scholars attracted great 
funding

In the print library



• Technology reduces costs of 
production and distribution - big 
deal

• Demand from academy is chiefly 
for online content

• Almost all new content born 
digital

• Large swathe of scholarly print 
material now digitised - books 
and journals



What might this mean?
• Ongoing acquisitions will require increasingly less 

space

• Substantial parts of existing collections can be 
relocated off-site and replaced with digital versions

• Tremendous growth in access to older materials 
not previously available locally

• As services like Google books mature these trends 
will accelerate (subject to statutory provisions)

• This will provide new space opportunities for 
universities and their libraries



Faculty study 2012: key insights for libraries and publishers, Ithaka



Patron 
demand

Traditional collections
1990s

Digital services
2010s

Traditional library 
portfolio

Digital maturity

Migration issues
Books: e-books and PDA more ‘messy’ 
than expected
Journals: price concerns - looking for 
alternatives to big deal?
Space: library buildings full of legacy 
collections
Staff: Library staff tied up in traditional 
services with declining demand and impact
Researchers: Embracing digital scholarship 
(open science, digital humanities, data 
mgmt) - looking for professional assistance

Today: tradition unsustainable, digital not quite ready



The	‘owned’	
collection

The	‘facilitated’	
collection

The	‘licensed’	
collection

The	‘borrowed’	
collection

• Pointing	people	at	Google	Scholar	
• Including	freely	available	e-books	in	

the	catalog	
• Creating	resource	guides	for	web	

resources

• Purchased	and	 
physically	stored

A	collections	spectrum

The	‘demand-driven’	
collection

The	‘shared	print’	
collection

OCLC	Research,	2015.Figure:		A	collections	spectrum.



Traditional usage 
declining

Changing user 
demands and IT

Financial challengesNew competitors
Changes in media 

access



WHERE ARE WE GOING?



Current directions in academic 
libraries - building the library of the 

future
1. Continue the migration from print to 

electronic and realign service operations
2. Review location of lesser-used collections
3. Continue to repurpose library as primary 

learning space
4. Reposition library expertise and resources 

to be more closely embedded in research 
and teaching enterprise outside library

5. Extend focus of collection development from 
external purchase to local curation



LEARNING SPACE



Case study 1 
UQ - use of space



Focus group themes
• Opening foci 

- What are we doing well? 

- What could we do better? 

- What more could we do to support you in your studies? 

• Your assignment story 

- Where	did	you	work?		With	whom?		What	informaYon	did	you	
gather?		Where	did	it	come	from?		What	technology	did	you	use?		
From	whom	did	you	seek	advice?	















Key themes
• Reliable	and	wide-spread	access	to	the	Internet	

• A	range	of	technology	to	support	group	work	including	voice	recorders,	
smart	boards	and	printers	

• A	steady	supply	of	drinking	water	and	coffee	and	adequate	natural	light	

• Services	that	provide	convenience	are	valued	and	we	are	looking	to	
implement	website	features	that	should	help	saYsfy	demands	for	simpler	
ways	to	find	material	in	the	Library.		

• The	students	at	the	workshop	affirmed	that	place	is	important	to	them:	
they	like	to	come	to	the	Library.		

• Student	demands	of	our	spaces	can	change	during	the	academic	year	
according	to	course	progression	and	the	nature	of	assessment	tasks,	so	
flexibility	is	an	important	design	consideraYon	





ActivitiesIntentions Achievements



Number Activity Duration

1 Got questionnaire 1 min

2 Borrowed laptop 4 mins

3 Checked for space 1 min

4 Check for suitable place for laptop 3 mins

5 Found a place to study 2 mins

6 Work on assignment 2 hrs

7 Toilet 7 mins

8 Vending machine - buy DVD 5 mins

9 Burn DVD on laptop 10 mins

10 Exit 0



Categories	of	acYvity 
Individual		-		Social		-		Library	Staff



Key lessons/ideas

• Student	use	of	the	Libraries	is	very	intenYonal	and	focussed.			
– 	 They	spend	their	Yme	between	lectures	in	the	Library,	they	know	what	they	want	to	do,	and	they	do	it		

– 	 They	call	in	to	the	Library	when	they	first	arrive,	or	before	they	go	home	

– 	 They	come	with	the	intenYon	of	pu`ng	in	a	good	few	hours’	solid	work	

• Students	spend	long	periods	in	the	Libraries.		They	appreciate	comfort,	and	also	an	
aestheYcally	pleasing	environment,	as	well	as	one	providing	an	appropriate	study	
atmosphere.		

• The	prime	causes	of	frustraYon	and	irritaYon	in	our	Libraries	are	around	computer	access	
and	noise	levels.		

– People	wanYng	to	do	quiet	study	are	very	annoyed	by	chaaer,	phones,	iPods	
– People	want	to	do	group	work	are	very	annoyed	when	one	individual	has	taken	up	a	whole	table	(note	design	

workshop	students	said	they	liked	to	spread	out	and	wanted	to	work,	individually,	at	large	tables)	
– Both	groups	expect	Library	staff	to	police	the	other	group	

• Maximising	faciliYes	for	computer	use	(both	in	group	contexts	and	individually)	is	paramount.	
• They	want	provision	for	eaYng/drinking	without	having	to	leave	the	Library	and	risk	losing	

their	place.



• Please don't allow the anti-academics amongst 
your management to allow our libraries to be turned 
into playgrounds. Playgrounds are available 
everywhere to those that want them. If you drive 
those of us who want real libraries out, where can 
we go? (Plus, remember: the current fashion will 
pass, fly-by-night management will move on to the 
next fashion as always).



























Case study 2 
CMU - IDeATe



‹#›

21st Century Complexity - Great Global Challenges



‹#›

Requires collocated teams of diverse experts



‹#›

and experiential inquiry – collaborative making



‹#›

Collaborative Learning Through Making - a key characteristic of 
the residential experience

Learning from faculty and diverse peer cohorts



‹#›

Carnegie Mellon is the only U.S. University with 
• top-ten ranked units in computer science, 

engineering, the arts and design
• distinguished record in collaborative technology-

arts efforts (from HCII to the ETC and Traffic 21). 
• top ten ranked units in business and computational 

social sciences
  

CMU as THE Destination for New Creative Industries 
Education and Research 



‹#›

CMU as THE Destination for New Creative Industries 
Education and Research 



‹#›



‹#›

Eight Undergraduate Concentrations  



‹#›

IDEATE@Hunt

• Contains:
• a digital fabrication shop
• a physical computing lab
• an interactive media black box
• traditional fabrication facilities
• and collaborative design studios that also serve as classrooms

• learning through making key part of the residential experience at CMU
• evolution of the library into a mediated learning commons



‹#›



‹#›



‹#›



‹#›



‹#›



‹#›



‹#›



THE LIBRARIAN



The role of librarians
Current state

Many libraries retain large 
numbers of librarians to catalogue 
and count

Even more librarians wait at 
service desks ‘just in case’

Few librarians leave the library 
building

Future state

Librarians embedded in research 
and teaching activities

Librarians become campus 
specialists in areas such as e-
science, academic technology and 
research evaluation

Librarians have meaningful impact

Current barriers
Many librarians lack skills and useful qualifications
Many librarians are resistant to change
Academics do not believe librarians are useful or credible 
partners







http://www.rin.ac.uk/our-work/using-and-accessing-information-resources/
value-libraries-research-and-researchers





ERA uses a number of bibliometric 
tools for the citation analysis 
indicators. Two broad types of 
citation analysis are used in ERA: 
Relative Citation Impact (RCI) and 
the distribution of publications 
based on comparisons with field-
specific benchmarks. 

REF will assess universities on the 
basis of the quality of research 
outputs, the vitality of the research 
environment and the wider impact 
of research. 





















CURATION



http://www.oclc.org/research/publications/library/2014/oclcresearch-evolving-scholarly-record-2014-overview.html



http://figshare.com/articles/101_Innovations_in_Scholarly_Communication_the_Changing_Research_Workflow/1286826

http://figshare.com/articles/101_Innovations_in_Scholarly_Communication_the_Changing_Research_Workflow/1286826


Traditional workflow

All of these tools licensed by institution



Open Science

All of these tools accessible by researcher



Low	
Stewardship

	In	few	
collections

In	many	
collections

Research	&	Learning	
Materials		

Open	Web	Resources ‘Published’	materials

Special	Collections	
Local	Digitization

Licensed

Purchased
High	

Stewardship

https://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/publications/library/2014/oclcresearch-collection-directions-preprint-2014.pdf



SUCCESS



Size doesn’t matter any more

Traditional library metrics

• Number of volumes

• Number of serials subscriptions

• Reference requests

• Gate count

• Number of issues

• Anything else that moves and is easy 
to count

Evolving library metrics

• Impact on student recruitment and 
retention

• Impact on student learning 
outcomes

• Contribution to research excellence

• Impact on broader economic, social 
and health outcomes

• Return on investment



Making	a	difference
Adverse event avoided Percent

Hospital admission 11.5

Hospital acquired infection 8.2

Surgery 21.2

Additional tests/procedures 49.0

Additional out-patient visits 26.4

Marshall (1994) The impact of information services on decision making



Making	a	difference
Adverse event avoided Percent

Hospital admission 11.5

Hospital acquired infection 8.2

Surgery 21.2

Additional tests/procedures 49.0

Additional out-patient visits 26.4

Patient mortality 19.2

Marshall (1994) The impact of information services on decision making



The need to understand

• Dubious about some studies 
which make claims about the 
value of libraries

• Commissioned a study to assess 
the value library-provided 
information resources deliver to 
their research communities



Summary finding

• The final scenario would result in total 
costs to the institution of $81.4m 
compared to actual spend of $34.5m - a 
financial return of 136 percent







How	do	we	add	value?

• BriYsh	Library	adds	
£419m	of	value	to	the	
economy	each	year	

hap://www.bl.uk/aboutus/
stratpolprog/increasingvalue/
briYshlibrary_economicevaluaYon.pdf

http://www.bl.uk/aboutus/stratpolprog/increasingvalue/britishlibrary_economicevaluation.pdf
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